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potentially	be	categorized	as	asexual	but,	while	it	would	be	dif6icult	to	deem	them	as	such,	we	still	stand	to	learn	something	from	examining	these	themes. 	Elizabeth	Hanson	7also	notes	that	there	are	an	abundance	of	reasons	for	abstaining	from	sex,	and	while	the	silences	of	past	eras	provide	their	own	kind	of	commentary,	it	also	restricts	factual,	de6initional	certainty;	in	some	cases,	scholars	can	only	make	educated	guesses,	which	becomes	increasingly	complicated	when	applying	modern	ideologies	of	concepts	like	asexuality	onto	contexts	without	access	to	that	term	in	the	same	way.	However,	the	philosophical	permutations	surrounding	6igures	like	Shaw	and	Vivie	and	their	potential	lack	of	sexual	attraction	allows	the	inquisitive	examiner	to	complicate	the	sexual	binary	initially	proposed	by	psychiatrists	Alfred	Kinsey	and	Wardell	Pomeroy.	An	asexual	resonance—a	possibility,	a	trace,	a	certain	shade	of	character—makes	Shaw	a	6igure	through	which	we	may	examine	this	theme.	Similarly,	Przybylo	and	Cooper	discuss	“art	nun”	Agnes	Martin	in	their	article	to	show	how	6luid	interpretations	of	asexuality	can	yield	particular	insights,	and	also	how	these	6igures	become	sexualized	and	eroticized	in	spite	of	their	asexual	dispositions,	to	the	effect	of	“closet[ing]	asexuality	within	queer	contexts.” 	8	 Hanson	also	warns	against	the	“evidentiary	problems	and	dangers	of	anachronism	that	reading	for	asexual	identity	would	present,”	and	while	I	agree	that	potential	concerns	arise	when	applying	a	modern	ideology	to	older	artifacts,	this	issue	
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argue	that	wherever	there	is	queerness,	asexuality	dwells	as	well. 	It	may	not	be	12immediately	apparent	or	discernible	but,	like	Rebecca’s	phantasmic	presence	in	Rebecca	(1940)	or	David	Kentley’s	concealed	corpse	in	Rope	(1948),	just	because	we	cannot	see	these	6igures	does	not	mean	they	are	not	there—or	that	we	cannot	learn	something	from	their	presence.		 In	this	thesis,	I	have	chosen	to	analyze	Alfred	Hitchcock’s	6ilms	because	of	their	acclaim,	infamy,	and	the	sheer	amount	of	queer	scholarship	that	already	exists	about	them.	His	6ilms	have	been	regarded	as	a	collection	of	the	most	brilliant—and	polarizing—creations	in	cinematic	history,	and	although	attitudes	differ	on	how	hateful	Hitchcock	was	toward	his	queer	characters,	these	cultural	artifacts	act	as	apt	subjects	to	undertake	a	queerly	asexual	analysis.	Curious	and	curiouser,	even	Hitchcock	himself	harbors	an	asexual	resonance.	When	discussing	Marnie’s	screenplay	with	Psycho’s	(1960)	screenwriter,	Joseph	Stefano,	Hitchcock	admitted	that	he	was	celibate,	despite	his	reputed	attraction—or	6ixation—with	women	and	sexuality. 	I	have	found	no	13corroborating	or	additional	information	on	this	topic	in	my	research,	and	its	appearance	is	purely	anecdotal	in	Tony	Moral's	book.	In	addition,	this	claim	also	disputes	actress	Tippi	Hedren’s	allegation	that	Hitchcock	sexually	assaulted	her	during	the	6ilming	of	
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Marnie. 	Nevertheless,	the	fact	remains	that	the	Master	of	Suspense	deserves	14consideration	for	a	queerly	asexual	archiving.	Again,	while	celibacy	does	not	denote	asexuality,	the	lack	of	visibility	for	this	sexual	identity	means	that	gray	areas	abound	around	these	resonances.	Furthermore,	the	movies	Hitchcock	made	provide	compelling	evidence	that	he	understood	the	nuance	of	queer	sexuality,	as	we	shall	soon	see.		 In	the	6irst	chapter,	I	analyze	Hitchcock’s	most	straightforward	representation	of	asexuality.	In	Marnie,	the	eponymous	character	undergoes	sexual	blackmail,	rape,	and	amateur	psychotherapy	in	a	misguided	attempt	to	cure	her	aversion	to	physical	intimacy.	I	initially	identify	Marnie’s	sexualization	and	how	sexuality	looms	throughout	the	6ilm	like	a	voracious,	voyeuristic	specter.	Her	presumed	virginity,	and	its	eventual	loss,	becomes	a	narrative	ploy	that	propels	the	6ilm	towards	its	melodramatic	climax.	This	chapter	primarily	focuses	on	the	ambivalent	character	Mark	and	his	various	methods	to	“6ix”	Marnie.	These	methods	derive	from	destructive	stereotypes	and	psychological	“solutions”	for	queer	sexuality,	which	run	the	gamut	from	heterosexual	sex	to	aversion	therapy.	I	discover	that,	while	this	6ilm	is	appropriate	for	the	asexual	archiving	that	Przybylo	and	Cooper	desire,	it	also	reinforces	the	argument	that	Hanson	makes	about	the	necessity	for	heteronormative	desire	in	facilitating	a	traditional	narrative	structure.	We	employ	Hanson’s	logic	to	discover	Marnie’s	sexual	secret,	which	no	one—not	even	Mark—could	ever	hope	to	uncover	but,	in	doing	so,	emphasize	the	6ilmic	pattern	of	queer	characters,	even	asexuals,	being	described	and	portrayed	as	purely	sexual	creatures.		   .	Jocelyn	McClurg,	"Tippi	Hedren	Says	Hitchcock	Sexually	Assaulted	Her,”	14
USAToday,	October	31,	2016,	accessed	April	4,	2018,	https://www.usatoday.com/story/life/books/2016/10/31/tippi-hedren-alfred-hitchcock-the-birds-marnie-tippi/93064436/.
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	 “I’ve	never	been	very	keen	on	women	who	hang	their	sex	round	their	neck	like	baubles.	I	think	it	should	be	discovered.” 	1 —Alfred	Hitchcock	
	 Alfred	Hitchcock’s	Marnie	(1964)	opens	with	a	handbag.	Tucked	under	her	left	arm,	a	woman	clutches	“a	fat	purse,	a	labial	pouch	in	Provocation	Yellow”	close	to	her	(see	6ig.	1). 	We	hear	the	occasional	click-clack	of	high	heels	meeting	concrete,	and	as	2the	woman	walks	away	from	the	camera,	we	discover	a	deserted	train	station.	She	is	dressed	in	a	severe,	dark	dress	suit	that	matches	her	similarly	severe	brunette	wig.	The	woman	continues	walking	until	she	seems	small	compared	to	the	structures	surrounding	her.	She	sets	down	her	suitcase	and	stops,	waiting.	This	initial	scene	encapsulates	the	entirety	of	Marnie’s	plot	in	a	thirty-second	vignette.	Hitchcock’s	voyeuristic	camerawork	makes	it	quite	clear	that	Marnie	has	a	secret—a	sexual	secret—that	viewers	want	to	uncover;	they	wish	to	know	what	she	conceals	in	that	canary	yellow	handbag.	Correspondingly,	before	the	audience	knows	her	name,	Marnie	becomes	a	character	de6ined	completely	by	her	sexuality,	and	this	scene	determines	Marnie’s	fate	long	before	the	6ilm’s	conclusion,	a	fate	she	has	no	power	to	in6luence.	She	can	only	stand	and	wait.	













always	felt	this	way.	He	continues	to	repudiate	her	confession,	to	which	she	replies	that	when	a	woman	does	not	wish	to	have	sex	with	a	man,	“bingo,	you’re	a	candidate	for	the	funny	farm.”	These	exchanges	alone	prime	Marnie	for	a	queer	reading	with	an	asexual	spin,	since	Marnie	clearly	regards	sex	in	a	nonheteronormative	manner.	In	addition,	Ela	Przybylo	presents	a	popular	trope	in	literature	that	pathologizes	queer	desire,	or	lack	thereof,		and	Hitchcock	uses	this	trope	to	“explain”	Marnie’s	sex	aversion. 	Whether	or	5not	Marnie	was	“born”	asexual	or	became	that	way	as	a	result	of	her	psychosexual	trauma	only	matters	insofar	as	the	latter	suggests	the	possibility	of	a	“cure,”	the	same	way	in	which	other	queer	characters	in	6ilms	either	died	or	“returned”	to	heterosexual	society.	Such	examples	include	Rosa	Klebb	in	From	Russia	with	Love	(1963)	and	the	not-so-subtle	Pussy	Galore	in	GoldSinger	(1964),	6ilms	wherein	“cartoon	dykes	are	alternatively	killed	and	cured	in	the	grand	tradition	of	heterosexual	solutions.” 	6Incidentally,	Sean	Connery	appeared	in	both	of	these	6ilms	as	well,	and	in	that	same	year,	Robert	Rossen	directed	Lilith	(1964),	a	6ilm	in	which	Warren	Beatty	“sets	straight”	Lilith’s	supposed	lesbian	psychosis	through	heterosexual	sex. 	Clearly,	the	1960s	was	a	7period	in	which	Western	society	questioned	heteronormative	sexuality,	but	these	6ilms	indicate	that	censors	and	mainstream	attitudes	overpowered	serious	inquisitions.	Marnie	acts	as	yet	another	character	in	this	tradition	who	6ights	back	against	the	sexual	status	quo,	only	to	lose	a	6ight	she	had	no	chance	to	win.	
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	 The	6ilm’s	narrative	hinges	on	Marnie’s	virginity,	which	remains	a	constant	focus	and	6ixation	for	Mark	as	well	as	the	audience,	and	both	parties	anticipate	her	eventual	de6lowering	in	order	to	discover	what	she	hides	in	the	proverbial	purse.	As	Michele	Piso	posits,	“at	the	center	of	Marnie	is	the	virginal	hymen,	‘tainted	with	vice,’	…	‘yet	sacred,	between	desire	and	ful6illment.’” 	The	threat	of	sexuality	stalks	Marnie	throughout	the	86ilm,	looming	in	every	scene	with	bated	breath.	Mark	becomes	a	physical	manifestation	of	this	ever-present	sexual	threat	that	penetrates	Marnie.	Hitchcock	himself	reiterates	this	notion	in	his	notorious	interview	with	François	Truffaut,	in	which	he	describes	Mark	as	harboring	a	fetish	for	felons.	He	says	that	Mark	lusts	for	Marnie	because	of,	not	in	spite	of,	her	lawless	transgressions,	but	this	fetishism	becomes	blurred	in	translation	from	book	to	6ilm:	if	Hitchcock	were	to	show	Mark’s	explicit	perversion,	he	would	have	“to	put	it	bluntly,	…	have	Sean	Connery	catching	the	girl	robbing	the	safe	and	show	that	he	felt	like	jumping	at	her	and	raping	her	on	the	spot.” 	We	will	return	to	Mark	and	the	9equivocal	rape	later	in	this	chapter,	but	this	quote	demonstrates	the	depth	of	Marnie’s	oppression;	even	her	creator	discusses	her	as	an	object	of	sexual	grati6ication.		 We	can	assert	with	almost	complete	certainty	that	Hitchcock—or	even	Graham—did	not	intend	for	the	character	of	Marnie	to	be	asexual	in	the	way	we	understand	asexuality	today.	Her	pathology	and	past	trauma	indicate	that	her	inability	to	consummate	a	relationship	with	a	partner	stems	from	Freudian	theories	about	
	   .	Michele	Piso,	“Mark’s	Marnie,”	in	A	Hitchcock	Reader,	ed.	Marshall	Deutelbaum	8and	Leland	Poague	(Ames,	IA:	Iowa	State	University	Press,	1986),	298-99.	   .	Alfred	Hitchcock,	interview	by	François	Truffaut,	Hitchcock	(New	York:	Simon	9and	Schuster,	1984),	301.
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internalized	repression. 	Nevertheless,	asexual	resonances	still	abound,	and—in	10Marnie’s	particular	case—they	deserve	thoughtful	consideration.	Modleski	responds	to	the	issue	of	authorial	intention	by	suggesting	that	we	can	“implicitly	challenge	and	decenter	directorial	authority	by	considering	Hitchcock’s	work	as	the	expression	of	cultural	attitudes	and	practices	existing	to	some	extent	outside	the	artist’s	control.” 	11Correspondingly,	we	can	appreciate	the	ways	that	attitudes	and	scholarship	surrounding	Hitchcock’s	6ilms	have	transformed	over	time,	inviting	diverse	forms	of	discourse	that	can	be	dissected	and	re-articulated.	Affecting	an	asexual	reading	allows	for	a	glimpse	into	the	society	that	spawned	Marnie,	a	society	that	we	already	know	has	attempted	to	erase	and	demonize	queer	identities	and	relationships	in	6ilm,	instead	reinforcing	essentialist	normativity,	with	mixed	results. 	Much	of	my	main	argument	12focuses	on	the	way	in	which	these	“cultural	attitudes	and	practices”	in6luenced	the	6ilm’s	creation	and	its	queerly	asexual	interpretation.	Whether	or	not	Hitchcock	intended	Marnie	to	be	asexual	or	to	reinforce	compulsive	heterosexuality,	these	themes	appear	in	the	6ilm	regardless,	and	we	can	apply	queer	theory	to	analyze	them.	In	order	to	make	
Marnie	an	archivable	artifact	for	asexuality,	this	chapter	will	investigate	the	following	issues	within	the	6ilm:	Hitchcock’s	changes	when	adapting	the	original	novel	into	6ilm,	
	   .	Tony	Lee	Moral,	Hitchcock	and	the	Making	of	Marnie	(Lanham,	MD:	Scarecrow	10Press,	2013),	7	and	34-35.	   .	Tania	Modleski,	The	Women	Who	Knew	Too	Much	(New	York:	Taylor	&	Francis	11Group,	2005),	3.	   .	Ela	Przybylo,	“Crisis	and	Safety:	The	Asexual	in	Sexusociety,”	Sexualities	14,	12no.	4	(August	2011):	445,	accessed	April	7,	2017,	https://doi-org.proxy.lib.iastate.edu/10.1177/1363460711406461.
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pathologization	of	queer-identi6ied	characters,	corrective	rape	as	a	cure	for	queerness,	and	how	“heteronarratives”	problematize	an	asexual	analysis.		 Robert	Samuels	contends	that	Marnie’s	fear	of	the	color	red—particularly	when	paired	with	white—symbolizes	her	“own	feminine	6luids,”	both	through	menstruation	and	the	myth	of	breaking	the	hymen,	presumably	through	sexual	intercourse. 	This	fear	13could	stem	from	any	number	of	concerns,	including	lesbianism,	but	Marnie’s	portrayal	proves	that	she	fears	and	loathes	the	prospect	of	sex	entirely,	not	just	with	men.	Correspondingly,	an	asexual	resonance	can	be	attributed	to	this	fear.	Samuels	alludes	to	this	asexual	possibility	in	his	book	about	Hitchcock,	writing:	We	do	not	know	in	the	6ilm	if	Marnie	is	a	heterosexual	woman	who	hates	men,	or	if	is	she	[sic]	a	lesbian	that	prefers	women,	or	if	she	identi6ies	with	being	a	man	who	loves	women,	or	a	bisexual	who	desires	everyone	or	no	one	[emphasis	added].	The	multiplicity	of	her	possible	sexual	desires	is	matched	by	the	endless	varieties	of	Hitchcock’s	own	subjective	positions. 	14Clearly,	Marnie	is	a	character	that	has	fascinated	scholars	and	6ilmgoers	since	her	6ilm’s	release,	and	her	enigmatic	portrayal	accounts	for	countless	interpretations.	I	will	argue,	however,	that	asexuality	both	complements	and	complicates	previous	investigations.		 Nathan	Smith	reviews	the	queer	facets	of	“Hitchcock’s	[arguably]	last	great	work,”	in	a	recent	publication	about	the	6ilm,	entitled	“The	Blonde	Who	Knew	Too	Much:	Revisiting	Marnie.” 	Smith	argues	that	“by	revising	6ilms	like	Marnie,	and	re-prioritising	15











lesbian	desire.	For	instance,	in	the	scene	after	Lil	awakens	Marnie	from	her	nightmare,	she	reminds	Mark	that	it	is	his	responsibility	to	warm	his	wife	up,	the	implication	being	that	Lil	would	volunteer	otherwise.	She	also	offers	assistance	to	Marnie	after	Forio	fatally	injures	himself,	but	Marnie	categorically	rejects	Lil	and	all	of	her	well-meaning	advances,	implicitly	reinforcing	Marnie’s	asexuality.	In	addition,	while	neither	inherently	villainous	nor	virtuous—as	many	of	Hitchcock’s	morally	ambivalent	characters	are—an	audience	can	infer	that	Lil	acts	as	both	competition	and	foil	for	Mark’s	conquest	of	Marnie.	Unfortunately,	despite	Hitchcock’s	“marvelous	and	touching	picture	of	female	sexuality”	in	the	guise	of	Lil,	she	has	no	happy	ending,	no	ending	at	all,	in	fact,	and	the	prospect	of	Marnie	choosing	Lil	seems	silly,	even	insipid,	from	an	asexual	perspective. 	19Similar	to	Midge’s	infatuation	with	Scotty	in	Vertigo	(1958),	Lil	stands	about	as	much	of	a	chance	of	winning	Marnie	as	Midge	stands	to	win	Scottie,	and	both	of	these	characters	subsequently	disappear	from	their	respective	6ilms	once	Hitchcock	no	longer	needs	them	to	run	narrative	interference.	Were	she	given	more	attention,	Lil	may	be	another	queer	character	to	analyze	and	appreciate,	but	as	it	stands,	she	does	little	more	than	contrast	Marnie,	at	least	for	a	queerly	asexual	reading.	Nevertheless,	Hitchcock’s	revisions	further	alienate	Marnie	from	other	females	and	thereby	strengthens	Mark’s	hold	over	her.	Marnie	begins	the	6ilm	alienated	from	society	and	ends	it	the	same	way.		 In	her	article	“Aliens	and	Asexuality:	Media	Representation,	Queerness,	and	Asexual	Visibility,	“	Sarah	Sinwell	argues	that	asexuality’s	representation	in	modern	media	works	to	“(re)create	the	cultural	constructions	of	normative	sexuality	by	mapping	asexuality	onto	non-normative	bodies	and	identities”	and,	while	Marnie’s		   .	Robin	Wood,	Hitchcock	’s	Films	Revisited	(New	York:	Columbia	University	19Press,	2002),	184.
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conventional,	physical	attractiveness	de6ies	this	claim,	Sinwell	also	contends	that	“mental	disability	(and	pathology)	are	written	onto	the	asexual	and	sexualized	bodies	as	a	means	of	constructing	their	(ab)normalities,	thus	reinforcing	many	of	the	same	stereotypical	associations	of	the	asexual	body	with	an	othered,	un6it,	pathological	body.” 	She	defends	her	argument	by	analyzing	the	character	Brian	from	the	6ilm	20adaptation	of	Mysterious	Skin	(2004),	in	which	a	traumatic	event	in	his	past	acts	as	a	means	of	“explaining	his	asexuality.”	Marnie’s	own	situation	some	forty	years	earlier	mirrors	this	same	trope	and	shows	how	media	still	struggles	to	portray	asexuality	“outside	of	this	traumatic	and	pathological	context.” 	The	distinction	between	21hypoactive	sexual	desire	disorder	and	asexuality	accounts	for	a	conceivable	defense	of	these	portrayals,	but	this	othering	of	queer	sexualities	that	Sinwell	refers	to	also	pinpoints	a	marked	desire	to	normalize	heterosexuality	at	the	expense	of	queer	identities.		 For	instance,	Sinwell	discusses	an	asexual	trope	that	pairs	an	asexual	character	with	a	hypersexual	character.	She	showcases	the	differences	between	Neil	and	Brian	in	
Mysterious	Skin	to	defend	this	claim,	since	both	characters	react	differently	following	the	same	sexual	trauma	from	their	childhoods;	Neil	becomes	a	male	prostitute	with	distinct	fetishes	while	Brian	distances	himself	from	any	sexual	or	romantic	situations.	Marnie	and	her	mother,	Bernice,	also	re6lect	this	asexual	trope,	since	Marnie’s	frigidity	contrasts	her	mother’s	promiscuity.	Incidentally,	we	see	this	trope	playing	out	in	Mrs.	Warren’s	
	   .	Sarah	E.S.	Sinwell,	“Aliens	and	Asexuality:	Media	Representation,	Queerness,	20and	Asexual	Visibility,”	in	Asexualities:	Feminist	and	Queer	Perspectives,	ed.	Karli	June	Cerankowski	and	Megan	Milks	(New	York:	Routledge,	2014),	168.	   .	Ibid.,	170.21
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Profession	(1902),	too,	where	the	mother	and	daughter	depict	shifting	societal	attitudes.	However,	as	Sinwell	proposes,	we	can	also	understand	these	portrayals	through	a	queerly	asexual	lens,	wherein	the	absence	or	excess	of	sexual	desire	is	predominantly	negative,	destructive,	and	always	in	need	of	a	cure.	While	these	asexual	characters	seldom	die	because	of	their	deviancy,	as	their	homosexual	siblings	have,	they	tend	to	either	reform	their	ways	and	become	absorbed	back	into	mainstream	society	or	face	alienation.	As	abhorrent	as	it	sounds,	the	practice	of	rape	and/or	heterosexual	sex	to	cure	“sexual	inversion”	has	been	used	in	the	past,	and	Mark’s	rape	of	Marnie	is	one	such	example	of	Hollywood’s	dangerously	destructive	and	disturbing	obsession	with	compulsive	heteronormativity.	
"The	ideal	husband	understands	every	word	his	wife	doesn't	say.”		 Even	today,	scholars	still	seem	divided	on	Mark,	who	embodies	both	wholesome	and	loathsome	character	traits;	he	is	easily	one	of	the	most	divisive	and	morally	ambivalent	characters	in	the	entire	Hitchcock	canon.	Modleski	illuminates	this	contentious	and	occasionally	odd	discourse	when	she	describes	6ilm	scholar	Robert	Kapsis’	derision	for	a	feminist	interpretation	of	the	rape	scene,	since	it	ignores	the	apparent	“ambiguity”	in	Mark’s	treatment	of	Marnie. 	The	primary	dissension	centers	22around	Mark’s	rape	of	Marnie	and	whether	or	not	he	“actually”	rapes	her.	Piso	re6lects	on	this	disparity	by	pointing	out	the	absurdity	of	Andrew	Sarris’	analysis,	which	“described	Mark	Rutland	as	both	a	rapist	and	a	patient	husband.” 	In	addition,	23






Marnie. 	Joe	McElhaney	decries	“All	right,	then,	he	will	be	kind.	She	will	be	polite.	And	26he	swears	on	his	honour	that	he	will	not—A	pregnant	vacuum	as	she	gazes	at	her	Knight.” 	Witty	wordplay	aside,	Mark	does	promise	to	leave	Marnie	be,	only	to	break	27that	promise	days	later.	Mark	himself	even	identi6ies	as	a	“sexual	blackmailer,”	and	while	his	tone	suggests	levity,	the	implications	could	not	be	more	profound.		 We	now	move	to	perhaps	the	most	troubling	aspect	of	Pomerance’s	argument,	where	he	questions	Marnie’s	exclamation	of	“no!”	after	Mark	says	that	he	“very	much	wants	to	go	to	bed.”	He	writes	that	“she	[Marnie]	has	said	[no]	before,	proclaims	as	a	motto,	notwithstanding	the	current	of	experience.	This	women	in	extremis,	whose	every	statement	has	been	a	lie,	who	has	lived	a	life	of	masquerade:	is	she	suddenly	to	be	taken	at	face	value	when	she	has	negated,	of	all	things,	sex?” 	To	Pomerance’s	credit,	Marnie	28has	been	markedly	distrustful	and	deceptive	throughout	the	6ilm,	but	his	analysis	suggests	Marnie	“was	asking	for	it”	despite	expressing	her	desire	to	be	left	untouched	and	given	her	visceral	reactions	before,	during,	and	after	the	rape.	Marnie’s	suicide	attempt	the	following	morning,	Wood	argues,	was	merely	staged	and	a	plea	for	help	
	   .	Tony	Lee	Moral,	Hitchcock	and	the	Making	of	Marnie,	(Lanham,	MD:	25Scarecrow	Press,	2013),	39.	   .	Alfred	Hitchcock,	interview	by	Françcois	Truffaut,	Hitchcock	(New	York:	26Simon	and	Schuster,	1984),	301.	   .	Murray	Pomerance,	Marnie	(London:	Palgrave	MacMillan,	2014),	28.27	   .	Ibid.,	34-35.28
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rather	than	a	legitimate	attempt	to	end	her	life. 	I	contend,	instead,	that	Marnie’s	29feelings	of	helplessness	and	hopelessness	in	the	face	of	Mark’s	patriarchal	power	compel	Marnie	to	kill	herself.	Later,	when	she	sees	the	fox	cornered	and	killed	during	the	hunt,	she	is	reminded	of	her	own	bleak	future,	gilded	cage	notwithstanding,	and	attempts	suicide	once	again.		 Piso’s	argument	supports	this	claim,	and	one	of	the	principal	points	I	hope	to	make	here	is	that,	whether	or	not	Mark	meant	to	rape	Marnie,	his	assumptions	that	he	knows	how	to	6ix	her—and	that	her	frigidity	stems	from	pathology—creates	a	negative	critique	of	the	society	which	spawned	these	assumptions.	Ultimately,	Mark’s	male	entitlement	and	sexual	proselytizing	harms	Marnie;	he	only	helps	her	so	that	he	can	mould	Marnie	into	his	image	of	a	“normal	woman.”	Mark	does	not	accept	Marnie	for	who	she	is,	regardless	of	her	possible	asexuality.	Piso	writes:	Mark’s	unquestioned	view	of	himself	as	owner	and	as	a	man	of	property	leads	to	the	heinous	rape.	So	accustomed	is	he	to	owning,	so	synonymous	is	his	sexuality	with	social	power,	that	he	assumes	he	can	possess	Marnie	too,	violate	her,	break	her	down,	and	then	build	her	back	up	(in	his	image,	his	language,	in	the	image	of	the	“normal”	female)	in	much	the	same	way	that	he	rebuilt	the	Rutland	business.	In	the	most	literal	and	terrible	way,	Marnie	is	Mark’s. 	30Pomerance	reinforces	this	notion	that	Marnie’s	rape	could	not	be	prevented,	when	he	writes	that	Marnie	“invented	her	own	fate.” 	For	a	queerly	asexual	reading,	this	claim	31reiterates	a	cliché	in	Hollywood	cinema;	any	character	who	engages	in	nonheteronormative	activities—especially	homosexual,	but	also	countless	others,	
	   .	Robin	Wood,	Hitchcock	’s	Films	Revisited	(New	York:	Columbia	University	29Press,	2002),	395.	   .	Michele	Piso,	“Mark’s	Marnie,”	in	A	Hitchcock	Reader,	ed.	Marshall	30Deutelbaum	and	Leland	Poague	(Ames,	IA:	Iowa	State	University	Press,	1986),	298.	   .	Murray	Pomerance,	Marnie	(London:	Palgrave	MacMillan,	2014),	37.31
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psychotic	and	in	need	of	psychological	treatment.	These	therapies	included	shock	treatments,	cocaine	and	strychnine	injections	while	watching	homosexual	acts,	hormone	injection,	chemical	and	physical	castration,	lobotomy,	and—ironically—heterosexual	intercourse. 	Russo	writes	about	6ilmic	depictions	of	this	issue,	saying	34“people	really	believed	that	a	good	lay	cured	homosexuals,”	and,	in	Marnie’s	case,	we	can	interpret	Mark’s	rape	as	a	6ix	for	her	frigidity,	the	same	as	his	farcical	free-association	game	later	on. 	However,	Marnie	does	not	suffer	from	repressed	35homosexual	desires,	but	the	absence	of	sexual	desire	altogether;	her	perversion	stems	from	a	lack	that	is	irrefutably	queer	and,	correspondingly,	requires	divergent	consideration.	The	notion	that	her	past	trauma	completely	caused	her	psychosis	also	calls	into	question	psychotherapy	stereotypes	of	the	time,	which	believed	that	the	realization	of	these	past	traumas	could	put	someone	on	the	road	to	recovery.	Kantor	discusses	this	belief,	saying:	By	wresting	memories	of	early	trauma	out	of	repression	and	revealing	the	trauma	to	the	patient	then	determining	(and	taking	measures	to	reverse)	its	exact	effects,	psychoanalysts	could	presumably	deal	with/reverse	the	impact	of	the	trauma	and	so	its	sequelae	precisely	responsible	for	a	boy	becoming	gay/a	girl	becoming	a	lesbian.	(How	the	mysterious	leap	between	developing	intellectual	insight	and	changing	sexual	orientation	actually	occurred	was	never,	and	still	has	not,	been	fully	explained.) 	36We	see	these	same	concepts	in	Marnie,	whose	eponymous	character	we	can	super6icially	pronounce	“6ixed”	at	the	end	of	the	6ilm.	Kantor	continues	by	revealing	the	futility	and	
	   .	Martin	Kantor,	Why	a	Gay	Person	Can’t	be	Made	Un-Gay:	The	Truth	about	34
Reparative	Therapies,	(Santa	Barbara,	CA:	Praeger,	2015),	3.	   .	Vito	Russo,	The	Celluloid	Closet,	rev.	ed.	(New	York,	NY:	Harper	&	Row	35Publishers,	1987),	161.	   .	Martin	Kantor,	Why	a	Gay	Person	Can’t	be	Made	Un-Gay:	The	Truth	about	36
Reparative	Therapies,	(Santa	Barbara,	CA:	Praeger,	2015),	3.
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	 Asexuality’s	relatively	recent	foray	into	queer	discourse	may	spark	assumptions	that	its	critical	discussion	in	American	cinema	has	yet	to	occur.	However,	Vito	Russo’s	seminal	text,	The	Celluloid	Closet	(1987),	introduced	asexual	discourse	to	queer	6ilm	studies	more	than	thirty	years	ago.	This	brief	introduction	seems	somewhat	unintentional,	as	we	will	discuss	in	due	course,	but	it	nevertheless	offers	unique	insight	into	queer	censorship	during	the	Golden	Age	of	Hollywood.	Russo	describes	effeminate	men	in	American	6ilms	of	the	late	1920s	and	30s	as	models	through	which	viewers	could	visualize	the	homosexual	“other,”	and	thus	separate	him	and	those	like	him	from	the	heterosexual	“normal.”	He	also	writes	that	when	censorship	laws	began	to	prohibit	and	outlaw	homosexual	content	of	any	kind,	“the	sissy	remained	asexual	while	serving	as	a	substitute	for	homosexuality.” 	These	depictions	tended	to	equate	intellectualism,	1effeminacy,	and	male	weakness	with	“deviant	sexuality.” 	Generally	considered	comedic	2contrivances,	these	characters	were	laughed	off	as	inconsequential.	However,	despite	Russo’s	suggestion	that	these	characters	are	essentially	sterilized	and	therefore	bereft	of	subversive	signi6icance,	these	censored,	sissy	depictions	still	manage	to	pervert	the	mainstream	order.	Furthermore,	these	effeminate	portrayals	dominated	early	6ilm	up	until	the	late	1930s,	disappearing—or	concealed—almost	entirely	the	following	decade.	Homosexually-coded	characters	became	more	dif6icult	to	differentiate	from	the	heterosexual	norm	during	and	following	World	War	II,	and	this	dif6iculty	survived	through	the	Red	Scare	of	the	‘50s,	6inally	perishing	when	the	Production	Code	ended	in	the	60s.	The	need	to	placate	censors	has	created	a	pocket	of	6ilms	from	the	1930s	
	   .	Vito	Russo,	The	Celluloid	Closet,	rev.	ed.	(New	York:	Harper	&	Row	Publishers,	11987),	18.	   .	Ibid.,	30-31.2
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through	the	1960s	that	exposes	otherwise	obscured	insights	into	Western	society.	To	begin	this	examination,	we	6irst	need	to	contextualize	our	argument	by	discussing	the	“problem”	with	male	asexuality	in	Western	cinema,	then	transfer	into	the	dandy	persona’s	origins	and	transformation.	We	then	provide	details	regarding	prohibition	in	1950s	Hollywood	before	6inally	analyzing	Rope	for	its	asexual	resonances	that	result	from	the	preceding	observations.		
Hide	and	(Don’t)	Go	Seek:	Male	Asexuality		 Russo	derides	the	simpli6ication	of	homosexual	characters	in	American	6ilms	by	asserting	that	“[l]esbians	and	gay	men	are	…	classi6ied	as	purely	sexual	creatures,	people	de6ined	solely	by	their	sexual	urges.” 	I	agree	with	this	claim	insofar	as	asexuality	3in	cinema	also	focuses	exclusively	on	a	character’s	sexual	proclivities.	We	see	this	tendency	in	Marnie	(1964),	where	an	asexually-coded	character	is	raped	by	her	husband	in	a	misguided	attempt	to	cure	her	frigidity.	Russo	himself	laments	the	hypersexualization	of	queer	characters	but	makes	no	comment	on	the	ways	in	which	asexual	characterizations	during	this	time	period	affected	an	audience’s	understanding	of	sexuality.	Male	asexual	resonances,	for	instance,	conceal	themselves	with	a	manic	compulsiveness	that	makes	them	more	dif6icult	to	locate	and	decipher	than	female	resonances.	I	imagine	that	there	are	numerous	reasons	for	this	dichotomy,	most	of	which	derive	from	societal	stereotypes	about	men	that	enforce	their	sexual	virility	and	excess	desire,	lack	of	emotion,	and	power	over	others,	particularly	women.	Gay	men	threaten	this	stereotype	because	they	defy	the	social	mores	that	govern	conventional	values,	implicitly	employing	effeminate	behaviors	that	a	misogynistic	society	sees	as		   .	Vito	Russo,	The	Celluloid	Closet,	rev.	ed.	(New	York:	Harper	&	Row	Publishers,	31987),	22-23.
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abhorrent. 	Asexual	men	also	threaten	this	stereotype	because	their	lack	of	desire	can	4be	interpreted	as	impotence	and	weakness,	and—as	Ela	Przybylo	indicates—creates	a	safe	space	within	a	“sexusociety”	that	dominates	and	dictates	normalized	behavior.	She	describes	sexusociety	as	a	“sexual	world”	that	“for	asexuals	[is]	very	much	akin	to	what	patriarchy	is	for	feminists	and	heteronormativity	for	LGBTQ	populations,	in	the	sense	that	it	constitutes	the	oppressive	force	against	which	some	sort	of	organizing	and	rebellion	must	take	place.” 	In	a	society	that	compulsively	categorizes	queer	people	by	5what	they	do	in	the	bedroom,	asexuality—to	an	extent—becomes	a	means	with	which	one	can	combat	this	mindset,	since	it	focuses	on	what	people	do	not	do	in	the	bedroom.	However,	this	rebellion	can	only	stretch	so	far,	since	asexuality	at	present	is	only	discussed	linguistically	in	terms	that	describe	its	difference	from	the	heterosexual	norm. 	This	issue	further	aggravates	the	binary	rationalizations	that	permeate	Western	6sexualities	and	gender	stereotypes:	straight/gay,	sexual/asexual,	male/female.	These	rationalizations	limit	and	categorize	individuals	in	a	way	that	unfairly	compares	their	difference	or	“lack”	to	the	straight/sexual/male	norm.	Nevertheless,	we	may	begin	dismantling	this	mindset	by	looking	at	the	dandy	and	asexually	resonant	characters	from	Hitchcock’s	oeuvre	to	see	these	notions	in	action.		 To	start	with,	Russo’s	description	of	asexual	sissies	is	inconsistent	with	our	understanding	of	the	terminology	today.	He	argues	that	“effeminate	men	could	intimate	




	   .	Vito	Russo,	The	Celluloid	Closet,	rev.	ed.	(New	York:	Harper	&	Row	Publishers,	71987),	36.	   .	Anthony	Bogaert,	Understanding	Asexuality	(Lanham,	MD:	Roman	&	Little6ield	8Publishers,	2012),	54.	   .	Sarah	E.S.	Sinwell,	“Aliens	and	Asexuality:	Media	Representation,	Queerness,	9and	Asexual	Visibility,”	in	Asexualities:	Feminist	and	Queer	Perspectives,	ed.	Karli	June	Cerankowski	and	Megan	Milks	(New	York:	Routledge,	2014),	165.
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desexualization	of	these	characters	still	deserves	deliberation	because	of	the	6lexibility	that	Przybylo	and	Cooper	argue	is	necessary	for	a	discussion	of	asexuality;	were	we	to	only	focus	on	explicit	6ilmic	depictions,	we	would	have	little	to	analyze,	as	would	most	queer	scholars	scrutinizing	the	Golden	Age	of	Hollywood. 	This	paper	will	not	expound	10upon	these	issues	but	raises	them	as	a	potential	subject	for	further	inquiry.	Moreover,	the	ways	in	which	the	Production	Code—and	its	subsequent	demise—have	in6luenced	this	shift	seem	signi6icant.	In	order	to	appreciate	that	signi6icance,	we	must	6irst	describe	the	mask	that	directors	appropriated	in	order	to	cultivate	their	queer	subtexts.	
	(Not)	Out	of	Sight,	Out	of	Mind:	Contextualizing	the	Dandy		 Richard	Allen	describes	the	Greek	roots	of	aestheticism	and	dandyism,	which	idealized	“male	beauty	without	sexual	content.” 	Male	beauty	derived	from	artistic	11appreciation	rather	than	the	sexual	aggrandizement	that	inundates	modern	media.	Walter	Pater	reiterates	this	notion,	writing	that	“[t]he	beauty	of	the	Greek	statues	was	a	sexless	beauty:	the	statues	of	the	gods	had	the	least	traces	of	sex.	Here	there	is	a	moral	sexlessness,	a	kind	of	ineffectual	wholeness	of	nature,	yet	with	a	true	beauty	and	signi6icance	of	its	own.” 	Within	these	observations,	we	can	assess	and	identify	the	12potential	asexual	resonances	of	aestheticism,	which	separates	sexual	pleasure	from	the	human	body	and	its	artistic	expression.	This	“moral	sexlessness”	emphasizes	a	purity	or	






	 Furthermore,	Allen	argues	that	Wilde	“dramatizes	the	relationship	between	dandyism,	aestheticism,	and	decadence	in	a	manner	that	makes	explicit	the	relationship	between	aestheticism	and	sexual	‘depravity’	or	‘perversity.’” 	In	other	words,	the	same	14as	how	Dorian	hides	his	horri6ic	truth	within	a	portrait	that	portrays	his	monstrousness,	the	carefully	constructed	manners	of	the	aesthete	in	American	cinema	masked	the	horror	of	his	homosexuality.	There	was	a	shift	from	the	dandy	6igure	symbolizing	sexlessness	and	sarcasm	to	a	repressed	or	concealed	queerness.	Allen	also	writes	that	“Hitchcock’s	villains	are	often	either	sharp	dressers	or	aristocratic	aesthetes,	often	made	‘sinister’	by	stereotypically	homosexual	traits	or	hints	of	sexual	perversion.” 	15Scholars	have	already	noted	the	sadistic	allure	that	Hitchcock’s	queer	characters	radiate	in	their	respective	6ilms,	and	this	allure	transforms	the	apparent	villains	into	identifying	6igures	through	which	Hitchcock	can	create	subversive	narratives	without	openly	“breaking	the	rules."	The	aesthete	or	dandy	persona	is	a	mask,	so	to	speak,	which	hides	author	intention.	Additionally,	Allen	defends	Hitchcock’s	rejection	of	the	problematic	binary	rationalization	we	have	already	discussed,	arguing	that	his	6ilms	are	“neither	moral	nor	immoral”	and	instead	divvy	the	“amoral	point	of	view	of	the	romantic-ironist	or	aesthete.” 	That	is	to	say,	Hitchcock	makes	movies	that	cynically	critique	Western	16society	by	exploiting	an	asexually	signi6icant	trope.	For	example,	in	Dial	M	for	Murder	(1954),	Hitchcock	portrays	Tony	as	beguiling	enough	for	viewers	to	feel	ambivalent	about	the	attempted	murder	of	his	wife.	On	the	one	hand,	viewers	root	for	Margot	when	
	   .	Richard	Allen,	Hitchcock’s	Romantic	Irony	(New	York:	Columbia	University	14Press,	2007),	121.	   .	Ibid.,	10.15	   .	Ibid.,	XIII.16
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Less	Is	(Not)	More:	Hitchock’s	Rope		 Rope	follows	the	allegedly	homosexual	couple,	Philip	and	Brandon	(played	by	Farley	Granger	and	John	Dall	respectively),	through	an	atypical	dinner	party	at	their	apartment.	The	6ilm	opens	with	the	two	men	strangling	a	schoolmate	to	demonstrate	their	superiority	and	then	concealing	his	corpse	in	a	chest,	upon	which	they	later	serve	their	dinner.	They	reminisce	about	the	experience	in	a	pseudo-post-coital	reverie	before		   .	Richard	Allen,	Hitchcock’s	Romantic	Irony	(New	York:	Columbia	University	24Press,	2007),	15.
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	   .	Robin	Wood,	Hitchcock	’s	Films	Revisited	(New	York:	Columbia	University	29Press,	2002),	352.	   .	Thomas	Elsaesser,	“The	Dandy	in	Hitchcock,”	in	Alfred	Hitchcock:	Centenary	30
Essays,	ed.	Richard	Allen	and	S.	Ishii-Gonzalès	(London:	British	Film	Institute,	1999),	4.
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“The	Mistletoe	Bough”	(1822).	In	that	story,	a	new	bride	suffocates	when	she	is	accidentally	locked	in	a	chest	while	playing	hide-and-seek.		 Brandon’s	assertion	that	murder	has	artistic	merit	queers	him,	since	he	seeks	the	ability	to	take	life,	not	create	it.	His	crass	commentary	on	the	superiority	of	a	few	men	over	all	others,	accompanied	by	his	cruel	treatment	of	Janet	when	he	glibly	invites	her	boyfriend	and	former	lover	to	the	same	party,	also	demonstrate	the	acerbic	ethos	of	the	dandy,	whose	queer	tyranny	assures	his	eventual	demise.	In	classic	Hollywood	cinema,	homosexuals	are	articulated	as	unnatural	and	envious	monsters	who	secretly	hate	themselves	and	those	like	them,	and	this	sad	but	substantially	accepted	stereotype	from	the	mid-twentieth	century	appeared	in	6ilms	such	as	Rope,	where	Brandon	and	Phillip	hate	one	another	precisely	because	of	society’s	abhorrence	of	them	and	their	sexual	activities. 	This	self-hatred	purportedly	prompts	Brandon	and	Philip	to	murder	David	31in	the	6irst	place;	as	a	result,	the	only	way	these	two	men	can	show	their	love	for	one	another	on	the	silver	screen	is	through	David’s	death. 	For	an	analysis	of	repressed	32homosexuality,	all	of	this	discourse	checks	out,	but	a	few	substantial	changes	manifest	if	Brandon	is	identi6ied	as	asexual,	not	homosexual.		 Wood	describes	the	movie’s	murder	scene	as	symbolic	of	homosexual	sex,	namely	male	masturbation	resulting	from	the	inherent	shame	and	resentment	that	prevent	Brandon	and	Phillip	from	consummating,	in	the	traditional	penetrative	sense.	He	also	indicates	that	this	scene	shows	“a	kind	of	socially	imposed	impotence”	that	implicates	both	society	in	general	and	in	Brandon	in	particular,	who	struggles	with	the	
	   .	Robin	Wood,	Hitchcock	’s	Films	Revisited	(New	York:	Columbia	University	31Press,	2002),	350.	   .	Ibid.,	353.32
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wine	cork,	but	6inally	defers	to	Phillip	to	open	the	bottle. 	This	impotence,	on	one	level,	33results	from	the	censorship	and	erasure	that	Hollywood	imposed.	For	instance,	Will	Hays,	well-known	overseer	of	the	authoritative	Motion	Picture	Producers	and	Distributors	of	America	(MPPDA),	decreed	that	6ilm	“must	have	that	sacred	thing,	the	mind	of	a	child,	that	clean	and	virgin	thing,	that	unmarked	slate.” 	For	Brandon,	this	34symbolic	impotence	becomes	a	recurrent	theme	that	6irmly	reveals	itself	at	the	beginning	and	the	end	of	the	6ilm,	6irst	with	the	cork	and	later,	when	Rupert	grabs	the	gun	from	Brandon’s	hands	and	6ires	it,	a	clear	phallic	display	of	masculinity	and	heterosexual	order	winning	the	battle	against	queerness,	both	on	a	large	and	small	scale.	Brandon	6inds	himself	incapable	of	completing	or	displaying	these	signi6iers	for	orgasm,	and	both	times	sublimates	his	impotence	through	other	queer	characters.	To	push	this	point	further,	Brandon	murders	David	with	a	rope	which—while	perhaps	trite—resembles	a	6laccid	penis	in	the	same	way	that	his	pistol,	in	the	climax,	resembles	an	erect	penis.	In	a	time	when	sexuality	was	typically	de6ined	as	one	or	the	other,	Brandon	stands	apart	from	both	the	heteronormative	and	homosexual.	Rendered	asexual	by	Hollywood,	Hitchcock,	and	Dall,	his	queer	identity	is	de6ined	by	a	lack	or	absence,	rather	than	a	preferred	object	of	desire.	Brandon’s	representation	in	Rope	can	account	for	several	asexual	possibilities,	but	the	most	defensible	characterizes	Brandon	as	someone	either	asexual	or	repressed	by	society	to	the	point	that	he	cannot	consummate	his	desire	for	Phillip.	He	may	be	romantically	attracted	to	men,	but	the	pressure	of	sexual	
	   .	Robin	Wood,	Hitchcock	’s	Films	Revisited	(New	York:	Columbia	University	33Press,	2002),	354.	   .	Aubrey	Malone,	Censoring	Hollywood:	Sex	and	Violence	in	Film	and	on	the	34
Cutting	Room	Floor	(Jefferson,	NC:	McFarland	&	Company,	2011),	17.
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despite	Brandon’s	insistence	that	he	strangled	two	or	three	chickens	at	the	same	time.	On	the	surface,	Phillip’s	exasperation	stems	from	his	strangulation	of	David	at	the	6ilm’s	onset,	whom	he	kills	while	the	impotent	Brandon	watches.	Yet,	through	this	symbolic	lens,	the	issue	of	the	chickens	heightens	Phillip’s	hypersexuality	and	complicates	matters	when	Rupert	reminds	him	that	he	also	saw	Phillip’s	“handwork,”	calling	him	a	“good	chicken	strangler.”	With	this	understanding,	we	can	assume	that	Phillip	engages	in	homosexual	sex	(of	the	apparent	non-penetrative	variety)	with	a	variety	of	men,	and	one	of	these	alleged	men	may	be	his	professor,	Rupert	Cadell.		 Previous	scholarship	has	argued	that	Rupert	represents	the	unassailable	heteronormative	authority	that	ultimately	overpowers	queerness. 	This	notion	38perhaps	persists	because	the	character’s	presumed	homosexuality	was	almost	completely	erased	from	the	6inal	product,	but	it	does	not	account	for	his	status	as	a	con6irmed	bachelor,	another	signi6ier	of	queerness	in	older	6ilms.	His	6lirtations	with	Mrs.	Wilson	speak	more	about	her,	since	she	extrapolates	innocent	6lirtation	into	something	more	serious.	Phillip	and	Brandon	even	mock	the	romance,	thereby	con6irming	Mrs.	Wilson	as	the	old	maid	persona—quite	literally—while	queering	Rupert,	who	Miller	writes	is,	“if	not	a	gay	bachelor,	remains	a	con6irmed	one,	and	unlike	Guy’s	[from	Strangers	on	a	Train],	his	heterosexuality	amounts	to	nothing	but	a	nonhomosexuality.” 	Again,	we	witness	another	identity	based	on	lack,	in	addition	to	a	39barrier	erected	between	queer	characters.	Miller’s	argument	even	suggests	the	





















Virgin”	theme,	which	uses	Freudian	psychology	to	depict	misogynistic	attitudes	about	female	sexual	“purity:”	namely,	a	woman	is	either	chaste	and	good	or	promiscuous	and	evil,	and	a	husband’s	latent	murderous	tendencies	emerge	when	he	uncovers	his	wife’s	promiscuous	past. 	Furthermore,	Gillian	Hanson	frames	these	polarizing	depictions	of	4women	in	classic	Hollywood	cinema	as	the	give	and	take	of	a	“permissive	society”	responding	to	an	emerging	sexual	revolution,	one	in	which	women	purport	to	have	more	agency. 	Linda	Williams	instead	argues	that	“desire	and	sexual	pleasure	as	positive	5values	in	themselves	have	no	legitimate,	acknowledged	place	in	the	era	of	the	Code,	though	they	certainly	sneak	in	and	around	the	edges,”	meaning	that	most	depictions	of	sexuality	in	pre-1960s	Hollywood	existed	to	endorse	ideological	agendas. 	Williams	6expresses	the	sexual	content	in	these	6ilms	as	“exquisitely	ambiguous,”	a	term	I	6ind	particularly	appropriate	for	a	queerly	asexual	analysis	as	well,	given	the	6lexibility	required	for	such	an	examination.	All	of	these	scholars,	while	discussing	slightly	different	aspects	of	a	much	larger	subject,	allude	to	what	Williams	paints	as	the	relationship	between	"revelation	and	concealment.” 	Speci6ically,	the	presence	and	7portrayal	of	sexuality,	or	lack	thereof,	can	create	vastly	different	yet	nonetheless	compelling	tableaus	of	the	culture	from	which	they	derived.	
	   .	Theodore	Price,	Hitchcock	and	Homosexuality:	His	50-Year	Obsession	with	Jack	4


























against	lesbians	and	straight	feminists.” 	He	assumes	that	Lila’s	lack	of	sexual	interest	16in	Sam,	or	in	reclaiming	and	rejecting	the	romantic	role	bestowed	upon	her	sister,	primes	her	as	a	“dyke.”	Like	Brandon	in	Rope,	nothing	can	stand	for	something,	but	that	something	is	not	always	or	only	homosexuality.	Doty	also	notes	Hitchcock	and	scenarist	Joseph	Stefano’s	decision	to	remove	“all	indications	of	the	budding	romance,”	as	well	as	Lila’s	reluctance	to	acquiesce	to	performative	gender	roles. 	Klinger	reinforces	this	17claim,	asserting	that	"Lila	is	depicted	as	prim,	a	severely	restricted	counterpart	to	Marion	in	terms	of	sexual	iconography.” 	In	effect,	Marion	is	associated	with	sexual	18excess	and	her	sister	with	absence,	although	this	absence	results	from	Lila’s	lack	of	characterization	rather	than	speci6ic	“tells.”		 The	polarization	between	the	Crane	sisters	becomes	most	apparent	when	we	investigate	how	each	sister	interacts	with	the	notorious	symbol	for	sexual	activity,	the	bed.	We	have	already	discussed	Marion’s	introduction	and	the	frequent	scenes	where	she	appears	on	or	nearby	beds	while	in	some	state	of	undress,	but	Lila’s	contact	with	the	bed,	or	lack	thereof,	intensi6ies	the	sexual	polarization	of	these	respective	characters	and	their	connection	to	asexuality.	When	Lila	investigates	the	Bates	manor,	she	discovers	a	bed	with	a	single	imprint;	the	imprint,	left	by	the	late	Mrs.	Bates,	has	been	interpreted	as	the	requisite	lonely	existence	of	lesbians	and	other	queer	characters	on	the	silver	screen.	Lila	then	looks	straight	into	the	camera,	as	though	she	can	see	beyond	












Drive	(2004),	he	describes	the	death	drive	that	queer	characters	exhibit	in	traditional	narratives,	which	opposes	what	he	calls	“reproductive	futurism.” 	To	simplify	his	21argument,	Edelman	claims	that	heterosexual	desire	in	6ilm	articulates	itself	through	life	and	procreation	while	homosexuality	through	death	and	destruction.	In	a	very	visual	example	of	this	notion,	Leonard	in	North	by	Northwest	(1959)	literally	attempts	to	stomp	out	the	heterosexual	couple,	and	thereby	the	social	values	they	symbolize,	when	he	steps	on	Roger’s	hand	on	top	of	Mount	Rushmore. 	Leonard	pays	for	his	queer	22rebellion	with	his	life,	and	the	6inal	shot	of	the	6ilm	reinstates	heterosexual	order	through	the	visual	pun	of	the	train	entering	the	tunnel;	Mrs.	Danvers,	Philip,	Brandon,	Bruno,	and	Uncle	Charlie	meet	similar	ends	in	their	respective	6ilms,	but	the	purgatory	imposed	by	sexual	polarization	is	most	apparent	in	Psycho.			 The	6ilm’s	narrative	diverges	into	an	apocalyptic	hellscape	when	Hitchcock	allows	his	queer	characters	some	agency.	Asexually-resonant	characters,	while	indisputably	queer,	languish	in	a	constant	stasis	between	life	and	death	as	well	as	good	and	evil,	caused	by	binary	representations	of	heteronormative	and	queer	narrative	states;	in	essence,	these	characters	are	thoroughly	neutral. 	Based	on	its	current	23articulation	as	a	negative,	lack,	and	absence,	asexuality	is	equally	incapable	of	af6irming	



















polarization	trope	that	appears	in	all	of	these	6ilms	and	throughout	cinematic	history.	Fortunately,	she	also	epitomizes	a	reasonably	positive	portrayal	of	queer	characters	from	the	Production	Code	era,	although	her	lack	of	characterization	might	account	for	this	discrepancy.	This	brief	exploration	of	Hitchcock’s	renowned	collection	has	shown	that	many	of	his	6ilms	can	be	enriched	by	a	queerly	asexual	analysis.	Furthermore,	the	topic	of	asexuality	could	potentially	cultivate	additional	discussions	of	human	sexuality	and	its	representation	in	cinema.		 These	discussions	may	include	Gerard	Loughlin’s	argument	about	inherent	asexuality	in	6ilms	with	religious	and	Christian	themes,	which	valorize	chastity	and	disavow	passion.	He	interrogates	these	instances,	writing:	“Why	is	asexuality	deemed	such	an	important	aspect	of	heavenly	life	that	the	denial	of	sexuality	in	this	life	must	be	thought	‘superior’	to	its	practice?	Is	the	denial	of	sexuality	any	closer	to	the	asexuality	of	heaven,	than	is	the	embrace	of	sexuality	in	this	life?” 	These	questions	indicate	an	area	3for	queer	inquiry	where	6ilms	with	religious	themes	manufacture	their	own	particular	asexual	resonances.	Przybylo	and	Cooper	also	remark	on	asexuality’s	“shadow	feminism,”	a	very	promising	prospect	because,	in	both	of	the	6ilms	I	discuss	featuring	asexual,	female	protagonist,	feminist	analyses	also	abound. 	In	addition,	continuing	an	4investigation	of	sexual	polarization—particularly	in	more	recent	6ilms—and	how	these	schisms	can	convolute	or	affect	a	traditional	“heteronarrative,”	may	provide	a	fascinating	timeline	for	asexual	representation	in	cinema.	These	same	issues	may	
	   .	Gerard	Loughlin,	Alien	Sex:	The	Body	and	Desire	in	Cinema	and	Theology	3(Malden,	MA:	Blackwell	Publishing,	2004),	218.	   .	Ela	Przybylo	and	Danielle	Cooper,	“Asexual	Resonances:	Tracing	a	Queerly	4Asexual	Archive,”	GLQ	20,	no.	3	(September	2014):	307,	accessed	April	3,	2017,	https://muse-jhu-edu.proxy.lib.iastate.edu/article/548452.
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appear	in	written	literature	as	well,	which	could	proliferate	the	investigations	we	begin	in	this	thesis.	Finally,	horror	6ilms	have	always	been	hotbeds	for	queer	analysis,	and	I	believe	that	the	asexual	possibility	makes	its	own	ghoulish	appearance	in	numerous	movies	mired	in	the	macabre.		 Again,	this	thesis	and	any	resulting	scholarship	is	not	focused	on	identity	politics	or	labelling	a	speci6ic	character	as	asexual;	instead,	a	study	of	asexuality	sheds	additional	light	on	queer	representation,	especially	since	gay	characters	are	often	articulated	as	asexual	in	older	artifacts.	Through	tireless	sleuthing	and	un6iltered	curiosity,	we	can	discover	who	did—or	did	not—do	it,	with	whom,	and	why	or	why	not.	Asexuality	de6ies	the	universal	notion	that	we	all	physically	desire	someone	else,	regardless	of	the	gender	of	that	someone	else.	Coincidentally,	our	idea	of	what	constitutes	sexuality	becomes	increasingly	visible	as	we	learn	to	accept,	or	respect,	human	diversity,	which	allows	for	new	perspectives	and	encourages	further	examination	of	human	sexuality	in	any	and	all	conceivable	ways;	I	believe	that	asexuality	stands	to	offer	insights	to	anyone,	not	just	the	minority.	The	hope	is	that,	with	this	thesis,	I	have	provided	prominence	and	representation	for	a	budding	facet	of	human	expression	that	show	how	sexual	identity	is	no	longer	de6ined	within	the	limitations	of	a	bedroom,	and	what	we	have	been	ceaselessly	taught	and	told	is	now	nothing	more	than	the	philistine	ashes	of	the	incurious.	
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APPENDIX	A:	FILMS	DISCUSSED	IN	THIS	THESIS	
Spellbound.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1945.	
Rope.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1948.	
North	by	Northwest.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1959.	
Psycho.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1960.	
Marnie.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1964.	
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APPENDIX	B:	ADDITIONAL	FILMS	RELEVANT	TO	AN	ANALYSIS	OF	
ASEXUALITY	
Frankenstein.	Dr.	James	Whale.	United	States,	1931.	
The	Bride	of	Frankenstein.	Dr.	James	Whale.	United	States,	1935.	
The	Wizard	of	Oz.	Dr.	Victor	Fleming.	United	States,	1939.	
Rebecca.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1940.	
Shadow	of	a	Doubt.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1943.	
Strangers	on	a	Train.	Dr.	Alfred	Hitchcock.	United	States,	1951.	
The	Innocents.	Dr.	Jack	Clayton.	United	Kingdom,	1961.	
The	Haunting.	Dr.	Robert	Wise.	United	Kingdom,	1963.	
Mary	Poppins.	Dr.	Robert	Stevenson.	United	States,	1964.	
My	Fair	Lady.	Dr.	George	Cukor.	United	States,	1964.	
Empire.	Dr.	Andy	Warhol.	United	States,	1965.	
Belle	du	Jour.	Dr.	Luis	Buñuel.	France,	1967.	
Bonnie	and	Clyde.	Dr.	Arthur	Penn.	United	States,	1967.	
A	Clockwork	Orange.	Dr.	Stanley	Kubrick.	United	Kingdom,	1971.	
The	Man	Who	Fell	to	Earth.	Dr.	Nicolas	Roeg.	United	Kingdom	and	United	States,	1976.	
Alien.	Dr.	Ridley	Scott.	United	Kingdom	and	United	States,	1979.	
The	Last	Unicorn.	Dr.	Jules	Bass	and	Arthur	Rankin	Jr.	United	States,	1982.	
The	Hunger.	Dr.	Tony	Scott.	United	Kingdom	and	United	States,	1983.	
A	Room	with	a	View.	Dr.	James	Ivory.	United	Kingdom,	1985.	
Aliens.	Dr.	James	Cameron.	United	States,	1986.	
Edward	Scissorhands.	Dr.	Tim	Burton.	United	States,	1990.	
The	Silence	of	the	Lambs.	Dr.	Jonathan	Demme.	United	States,	1991.	
Interview	with	the	Vampire:	The	Vampire	Chronicles.	Dr.	Neil	Jordan.	United	States,	1994.	
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